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This bibliography considers the subject from the economic standpoint and groups the material under five heads. The first group gives General works; the next four present the material under the fibres, Cotton, Flax, Silk and Wool.

References to periodicals follow the form used in Poole's Index to Periodical Literature, e. g. 2 : 24 is volume 2, page 24.

Abbreviations are used to designate places of publication, e. g. Par. is Paris. Congressional documents follow the form used in the indexes to the Government publications, e. g. U. S. Cong. 53, sess. 3, S. rp. pt. 1, 986. 3290 is United States, Congress 53, session 3, Senate report, part 1, no. 986, serial no. 3290.

The books and periodicals noted have been personally examined either in the University of Illinois library, or in the John Crerar library, Chicago.

The entries are followed by brief analytical notes giving contents, or an idea of the phase of the subject discussed in that particular work.

G. D.
PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TEXTILES.

General.

Atwell, W. P.

Textile congress at Berlin. (see Consular reports, Nov. 1900, v. 64, no. 242 : 361.)

Brief summary of the textile industry of Roubaix.

Auten, N. M.

Some phases of the sweating system in the garment trades of Chicago. (see American journal of sociology, Mar. 1901, 6 : 602 - 45).

Causes of present conditions. Personal investigation.

Bagnall, W. R.

(The) textile industries of the U. S. including sketches & notices of cotton, woolen, silk & linen manufacturers in the colonial period. Camb. (Mass.), 1893.

v. 1.1639 - 1810. "All facts & dates verified by examinations of contemporaneous documents, newspapers and other publications."

Bartholow, Perry.

Weaving industry in Aix-la-Chapelle.

(see Consular reports, Apr. 1897, v. 53, no. 199 : 558 - 59).
Bevan, G. P.

British manufacturing industries. 14 v. Lond. 1876.
v. 5. Cotton, silk, wool.
" Carpets. C. Dresser.
"Aim is to show how steadily progressive has been the legislation for the protection of life and health, and how our Factory acts have grown up."

Bishop, J. L.

(A) history of American manufactures from 1608-1860... with a notice of the important inventions, tariffs & the results of each decennial census; with an appendix containing statistics of the principal manufacturing centres & descriptions of remarkable manufactories at the present time.
Ed. 3. 3 v. Phil. 1868.

v. 1: 296-423 Colonial cloth manufacture.

Bolles, A. S.

Industrial history of the United States from the earliest settlements to the present time; being a complete survey of American industries. Norwich, (Ct.) 1879.

Book 2, chap. 4: 369-402. Manufacture of wool.
" " 6: 427-43. Silk.
Booth, Charles, ed.

Life & labour of the people in London. 9v. Lond. 1889-97.
  v. 1, pt. 2. The trades—silk manufacture.
  v. 6, pt. 4. Textiles—silk & wool.
Conditions of female labor—changes since 1861.

Bosanquet, Bernard, ed.

Aspects of the social problem, N. Y. 1895.
  Chap. 5 : 67-69. The position of women industry. (England.)

Brassey, Sir Thomas.

Foreign work & English wages considered with reference to the depression of trade. Lond. 1879.
  See index—cotton trade manufacture—textiles—labor—wool.

Papers & addresses; work & wages, ed. by J. Potter.
  Lond. 1894.
  Textile industries—wages—hours—female labor. See index under name of country.

Brooke, Emma.

(A) tabulation of the factory laws of European countries in so far as they relate to the hours of labour, & to special legislation for women, young persons, & children. Lond. 1898.
  Compiled from government publications.
Brooks, J. G.


Bruce, P. A.

Economic history of Virginia in the 17th century; an inquiry into the material condition of the people, based upon original & contemporaneous records. 2v. N. Y. 1896.

Silk—linen—wool—cotton—tapestry weavers.

Bulley, A. A. & Whitley, Margaret.

Women's work. Lond. 1894.


Chap. 6 Influence of occupations on health—textile trades.

Campbell, Helen.

Prisoners of poverty; women wage workers, their trades & their lives. Bost. 1895.

Chap. 9. Sweating system.

Based on minute personal research into the conditions described. Limited to New York.
Campbell, Helen.

Prisoners of poverty abroad. Bost. 1890.

Chap. 3. Sweating system in general.

" 4. Among the sweaters.


Women wage earners; their past, their present & their future. Bost. 1893.

Colonial period--development of the factory--conditions--English workers--general conditions in the U. S.--evils of factory life. Bibliography. Woman's labor & the woman question.

For a review see Political science quarterly, June 1894, 9: 308 - 11.

Castell, Albert.

(Lea) tapisseries. Par. 1876.

Europe,--Flanders--influences & causes, political and economical, of the change to France.

Channing, Edward.

(A) student's history of the United States. N. Y. 1898.


Chapman, S. J.

(The) regulation of wages by lists in the spinning industry. (see Economic journal, Dec. 1899, 9: 592 - 99).
Clarke, Allen.

(The) effects of the factory system. Lond. 1899.

Textiles discussed in general—Lancashire—health—
dangers—mortality—wages—child-labor.

Collet, C. E.

Women's work in Leeds. (see Economic journal,
Sept. 1891, 1:460-73.)

Women's wages in textile factories of Leeds.

Cunningham, W.

(The) growth of English industry & commerce during the

Book 4, chap. 4:434. Industry and internal trade.
Cloth manufacture.

Appx. D. Wool trade in the 13th and 14th centuries.
See also index.

Cunningham, W. & McArthur, F. A.

Outlines of English industrial history. N. Y. 1902.

" 4:54. Weavers' guilds.
" 6:135 Irish linen trade.

For a review see Political science quarterly, Sept.
1895, 10:523-25.

Davidson, J. M.

(The) annals of toil; being labour history outlines,
Roman & British. Lond. 1899.

Chap.10. Coming of the capitalists-conditions in factories.
Denslow, Van Buren.


Chap. 16 State action in relation to special industries, silk, wool, cotton.

Dodge, C. R.

Possible fiber industries of the United States. (see Popular science monthly, Nov. 1898, 54:15-34.)

"Shows the importance of these industries as new sources of national prosperity, outlining the difficulties of the problem and the points of vantage."

Drage, Geoffrey.

(The) labour problem. Lond. 1896.

Chap. 5. The employment of women in textile factories.


See also index, sweating system, etc.

Dubois, E.

Child labor in Belgium. (see Annals of the American academy of political & social science, July 1901, 20:201-20.)

Belgian law regarding child labor in textile factories.

Tabular form.

Dutt, Romesh.

(The) economic history of British India. Lond. 1902.


" 15. State of industries, 1813-35.
Engels, Frederick.

(The) condition of the working class in England in 1844, tr. by Florence Kelley. Lond. 1892.
First issued in Germany, 1845.
Textile workers of Manchester.

Firth, J. B.

Weavers of Bradford; their work & wages. (see Economic journal, Sept. 1892, 2:543-49.)

Foville, Alfred.

(Ja) France économique, statistique, raisonnée & comparative. Par. 1890.
Chap. 15:228-44. Industries textiles.

Gilman, N. P.

(A) dividend to labor; a study of employers' welfare institutions. Bost. c 1899.
Appx. List of profit sharing firms.
Welfare institutions in Europe & America.
For a review see Economic journal, Mar. 1900, 10:72-73.

Profit sharing between employer & employees; a study in the evolution of the wages system. Bost. 1891.
p. 397-98. Textile manufactures.
Chap. 7-8. Examples of profit sharing.
Gladden, Washington.

Social facts & forces. N. Y. 1897.

Chap. 1. The factory. Labor union.

Ethical studies. Salient points and tendencies which affect conduct are emphasized.

Great Britain.--Board of trade.--Labour dep't.

Report on agencies & methods for dealing with the unemployed. Lond. 1893.

Pt. 2:69-75. Permanent agencies dealing with the unemployed. E. Textile industries.

Pt. 2:389-405. Lancashire cotton famine relief works, 1861-64.

Wages & hours of labour. Report & statistical tables relating to changes in rates of wages & hours of labour in the United Kingdom in 1897 with comparative statistics from 1893-96. Lond. 1898.


Appx. 1:204-207. Piece price lists.

Patent office.

Subject list of works on the textile industries & wearing apparel, including the culture & chemical technology of textile fibres, in the library of the patent office. Lond. 1902. (Patent office library series, no. 10. Bib. ser. no. 7.)

Present list comprises 1138 works, 68 serials, 1070 textbooks.
Grinnell, W. F.

Women in English textile industries. (see Consular reports, May 1894, v. 45, no. 164:15-25.)

Lancashire and Yorkshire--competition between men & women--effect of work on health.

Grothe, Hermann.


"This history does not follow the progress technically, but seeks to present the development in the union of trade and traffic...the culture and inner life of the people, their poetry and skill."

Hammond, M. B.

Women's wages in manual work. (see Political science quarterly, Sept. 1900, 15:518-35.)

Women's vs. men's wages in textile industries.

Harris, E. L.

(The) textile industries of Germany. (see Consular reports, Jan. 1902, v. 68, no. 256:68-76.)

Hosiery industry--Germany--United States commercial treaty.
Harrison, J. B.

Certain dangerous tendencies in American life & other papers. n. p. n. d.

Hewart, B.


Hobson, J. A.

Problems of poverty; an inquiry into the industrial condition of the poor. Ed. 3. Lond. 1896.

Chap. 4. The sweating system.
" 5. Causes of sweating.
" 6. Remedies for sweating.

Holder, H. L.


Howell, George.

(The) conflicts of capital & labour historically & economically considered; being a history & review of the trade unions of Great Britain, showing their origin, progress, constitution, & objects, in their varied political, social, economical & industrial aspects. Fd. 2. Lond. 1890.

Chap. 3. Trade unions.
" 9, pt. 36. Foreign competition.
Holyoake, G. J.

*History of the Rochdale pioneers.* Ed. 10. Lond. 1893.

Chap. 2-3. Flannel weavers' parliament.

" 13. The weavers' dream.

Discusses generally cooperation in textile industries.

Hull House, Chicago.

Hull House maps & papers. N. Y. 1895.


International association of factory inspectors of North America.

Proceedings. Chicago, 1893.

p. 102-109. Sweating system.


Proceedings. Phil. 1894.

p. 94-96. The sweating system and how best to legislate for its eradication.

p. 97-103. A plan to abolish the sweating system.

Jones, Benjamin.

*Cooperative production.* Ox. 1894.


" 17-339-70. Woolen "


Kelley, Florence.

*(Das) Sweating system in den Vereinigten Staaten.*

Kittredge, H. G.

Textile industries of the United States. (see Chautauquan, Mar. 1899, 28:538-41.)

Progress since 1890.

Textile industries since 1890. (see Forum, May 1899, 27:350-59.)

Changes in the United States since the census of 1890.

Knight, Charles.

Knowledge is power; a view of the productive forces of modern society & the results of labor, capital & skill.
Bost. 1867.

Chap. 18. Cotton.
" 19. Woolen manufacture.
" 20. Hosiery & lace.

Kropotkin, P. A.

Fields, factories & workshops. Bost. 1899.
The cotton, woolen and silk trades.
" H : 282-84. Cotton factories in India.
Latzko, Henry.


Statistics of textile fibers by states.

LePlay, P. G. F.

(La) méthode d'observation appliquée, de 1829 à 1879, à l'étude des familles ouvrières en trois livres ou précis sommaires touchant les origines, la description & l'histoire de la méthode. 6 v. Par. 1879.

v. 5: 60-102. Tisserand de Godesberg.

v. 6 193-256. " Mamers (Maine.)

Leigh, J. G.

Life in manufacturing towns of Lancashire & Yorkshire.

(See Economic review, Apr. 1901, 11: 160-69.)

Levasseur, Émile.


Chap. 2: 66-89. Productivity of labor & machinery.

Chap. 6: 310-13. Wages of men. See also index.

Histoire des classes ouvrières & de l'industrie en France avant 1789. Ed. 2. 2 v. Par. 1900.

v. 1. See table of contents, textiles, tisserands.
Levi, Leone,

(The) labor movement; the problem of to-day. Bost. 1887. Chap. 9. Progress in the textile trades.
"In this volume we have stated the laborer's side of the question."

Mahin, F. W.
Strikes in textile industries in Europe. (see Consular reports, Apr. 1900, v. 62, no. 235 : 446.)
Textile strikes in Bohemia.

Marx, Karl.
Capital, a critical analysis of capitalist production, tr. by Samuel Moore & Edward Aveling. Lond. 1896.
Chap. 15. Machinery & modern industry. Effects of machinery in the textile factories.

Mason, O. T.

Woman's share in primitive culture. N. Y. 1894.
Chap. 3 : 41 - 69. The weaver--primitive looms of Indian women.
Massachusetts--Statistics of labor, Bureau of.

Classified weekly wages, comparisons 1900, 1901.

Mayers, J. M.

Inquiries of the Reinhard committee of New York--testimony of the workers in the shops.

Monaghan, J. C.

Germany's textile industries in 1896. (see Consular reports, May 1897, v. 54, no. 200 : 98-101.)

Moran, F. J. C.

Sweating system. (see North American review, June 1898, 166 : 757-59.)
Conditions of work in typical sweatshops; a plea for the abolition of the sweater.

Nicholson, J. S.

Principles of political economy. 3 v. N. Y. 1901.
v. 3 : 82-87. Progress and relative prices, cotton, wool, cotton cloth.

Plener, E. E. von.

(The) English factory legislation, tr. from the German by F. L. Weinman. Lond. 1873.
Textile industry discussed.
Price, L. L.

(A) short history of English commerce & industry. 
Lond. 1900.

Chap. 5. Woollen industry.
" 9. Factory system.

Professional & industrial history of Suffolk county, 
Mass. 3 v. "Bost., 1894.

Boston's relations to the textile industry.

Rae, John.

Eight hours for work. 
Lond. 1894.

English and foreign textile workers compared--cotton 
mill operatives--effect of shorter hours in spinning.

Rand, Benjamin.

Selections illustrating economic history since the 
Seven years' war. Ed. 3. Camb. 1895.

See index, textile manufactures.

Redgrave, Alexander.

(The) factory & workshop act, 1878. Ed. 2 
Lond. 1879.

Special provisions for health in certain factories.

Reiss, Wilhelm & Stübel, A.

(The) Necropolis of Ancon in Peru; a contribution to our 
knowledge of the culture & industries of the empire of the 
Incas, being the results of excavations made on the spot, tr. 
by A. H. Keene. 3 v. Ber. 1880-87.

v. 2. Garments and textiles. Plates.
Rock, Daniel.

Textile fabrics.  Lond. 1876.

History of weaving 14th and 15th centuries.

Rogers, J. E. T.

(The) economic interpretation of history.  N. Y. 1888.


(A) history of agriculture & prices in England, 1259-1793, compiled entirely from original & contemporaneous records.  6 v.  Ox. 1866.

v. 1-2.  1259-1400.

v. 3-4.  1400-1582.

v. 5-6.  1583-1702.

On the price of textile fabrics and clothing.

Rousiers, Paul de.

(The) labour question in Britain, tr. by F. L. D. Herbertson.  Lond. 1896.

Chap. 2: 287-339.  The textile industries--the workman subordinated to machinery.

(Le) trade - unionisme en Angleterre.  Par. 1897.

Chap. 9: 293-335.  Les unions dans l'industrie textile.

Schloss, D. F.

Methods of industrial remuneration.  Ed. 3.  Lond. 1898.

See index, weavers--cotton--wool--sweating system.
Schmoller, Gustav.

(Die) strassburger Tucher- & Weberzunft, Urkunden & Darstellung nebst Regesten & Glossar; ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der deutsche Weberei & des deutschen Gewerberechts vom 13 ten bis 17 ten Jahrhundert. Strassburg, 1879.
Arranged chronologically 1149-1687.

Schoenhof, Jacob.

(The) economy of high wages; an inquiry into the cause of high wages & their effect on methods & cost of production. N. Y. 1893.
Pt. 2, Chap. 5-10. Textile industries.
"Results of personal examination and study under instructions of the Dept. of State in 1887... in industrial centres of Europe." Pref.

(The) industrial situation & the question of wages; a study in social physiology. N. Y. 1885.
p. 18-75. Textile industries.
Comparison of American and German cotton goods trade--productive capacity--influence on foreign commerce of tariff of wool.

Schulze--Gaevernitz, Gerhart von.

Social peace; a study of the trade union movement in England, tr. by C. M. Wicksteed. Lond. 1893.
Abridged translation.
Chap. 11. The textile industries.
General view of industrial conditions in England at the beginning of the 19th century.
Sherard, R. H.

(The) cry of the poor; being the true & faithful account of a 3 months' tour amongst the pariahs of the kingdom of England, during the last half year of the 19th century.
Lond. 1901.

Chap. 8. Belfast. (Linen.)
" 12. Leeds. (Sweaters.)

Simonds, J. C. & McEnnis, J. T.

(The) story of manual labor in all lands & ages; its past condition, present progress, & hope of the future. Chic. 1887.
Persia, carpets--Switzerland, silk, cotton & woolen factories--England, trades unions.

Smart, William.

Studies in economics. Lond. 1895.
Chap. 4. Studies in wages--Lancashire weavers.

Sombert, Werner.

(Der) moderne Kapitalismus. 2 v. Lpz. 1902.
v. 2. Die Theorie der Kapitalistischen Entwicklung.
See also index, Textilindustrie.

Spahr, C. B.

America's working people. Ed. 2. N. Y. 1900.
Chap. 1. The old factory towns of New England.
" 2. New factory towns of the South.
" 3. The negro as an industrial factor.
Stewart, J. A.

Textile manufacturing in the new South. (see Scientific American, 26 May, 1900, 82: 322 - 23.)

Industrial progress in the last decade--economic advantages.

Taylor, R. W. C.

(The) factory system & factory acts. Lond. 1894.

Account of English factories--verbal evidence given for factory acts--progress of legislation.

Introduction to a history of the factory system.

Lond. 1886.

p. 79 - 127. Textile industries--England before the factory system--modern factory system.

(The) modern factory system. Lond. 1891.

Textile manufactures--evidence for interference--factory legislation--child labor--health of operatives.

For a review see Nation, 4 Feb. 1892, 54: 92.

(The) textile industries in the United States since 1846; a review of American progress in the textile arts, with statistics. (see Scientific American, 25 July 1896, 75:61-62.)
Thackrah, C. T.

(The) effects of the principal arts, trades, & professions, & of civic states & habits of living, on health & longevity; with a particular reference to the trades & manufactures of Leeds; & suggestions for the removal of many of the agents which produce disease & shorten life. Phil. 1831.

See index cotton, silk, flax, etc.

Thurston, H. W.

Economics & industrial history. Chic. 1900.
Pt. 2. Outlines of the industrial history of England & the U. S.

Thwaite, B. H.

Our factories, workshops & warehouses; their sanitary & fire-resisting arrangements. Lond. 1882.

1. How the development of English manufacturing industries affected the health of English operatives & compelled legislative interference.

2. On the existing sanitary arrangements of textile & other manufacturing occupations.

Tricks with textiles. (see Economic review, July 1894, 4: 318-27.)

Adulteration of goods.
United States--11th Census, 1890.

Report on manufacturing industries.

Pt. 1. Totals for states & industries.

Pt. 2. Statistics of 50 selected industries & detailed statement of their employees & wages in 165 cities, by cities, cotton, silk, wool, textiles.

Pt. 3. Selected industries. Textiles. Combined textiles, S. N. D. North; Wool manufacture, S. N. D. North; Cotton manufacture, E. Stanwood; Silk manufacture, Byron Rose; Dyeing and finishing textiles, P. T. Wood.

12th census, 1900.

Manufactures. v. 7-9.


Pt. 3. Special reports on selected industries.

Combined textiles, E. Stanwood; cotton manufactures, E. Stanwood; Wool manufactures, W. J. Battison; Silk manufacture, Franklin Allen; Cotton ginning, D. C. Roper.

Industrial commission.

Report on the relations & conditions of capital & labor employed in manufacturers' & general business. 1901.


Cotton trade--wool--carpet--silk--condition of labor in the South--sweatshops.

Labor, Dep't of.

Annual report, 1901.

Strikes & lockouts.
United States-- Labor, Dep't of.

Report on the cost of production of textiles, 1891.
U. S. Cong. 52, sess. 1, H. ex. doc. v. 38, no. 232,
pt. 1 - 3, 2958.
Pt. 1. Cost of production.
Pt. 2. Wages.
Pt. 3. Cost of living, cotton and woollen industries.

Labor laws of the various states, territories & the
District of Columbia, 1892. 1896.

Paris universal exposition, 1867, Commissioners to.
Reports. 1870.
U. S. Cong. 40, sess. 2, v. 6, 1867 - 68. 1358.
Clothing and woven fabrics, Paran Stevens.
Silk and silk manufactures, E. C. Coudin.

Ways & Means committee.
Tariff hearings.
U. S. Cong. 54, sess. 2, Tariff hearings, v. 2. 3543.
Cotton--flax--linen--silk--wool.

Ure, Andrew.

(The) philosophy of manufactures; or, An exposition of
the scientific, moral & commercial economy of the factory sys-
tem of Great Britain. Lond. 1835.
Features of textile factories--operatives--health--legis-
lation.
Appx. Relative wages, sexes of factory workers.
Verein für Socialpolitik.

Hausindustrie & Heimarbeit in Deutschland & Oesterreich. (In Verein f. Socialpolitik. Schriften. v. 84 - 87.)
Lpz. 1899.

Domestic industry in Sweden, Italy, Great Britain, Switzerland.

Walsh, G. E.

Immigration & the sweating system. (see Chautauquan, Nov. 1893, 18: 174 - 79.)

Evils of the sweating system a result of unrestricted immigration--extent of the system in the U. S.

Ward, C. O.

(A) history of the ancient working people from the earliest known period to the adoption of Christianity by Constantine. 2 v. Wash. 1889.


Webb, Sidney & Beatrice.

(The) history of trade unionism. Lond. 1902.

p. 422, 473. United Association of Textile Factory Workers.
Webb, Sidney & Beatrice.

Industrial democracy. 2 v. Lond. 1897.


For a review see Economic journal, June 1901, 11: 235-44.

Problems of modern industry. Lond. 1898.

Chap. 1. Diary of an investigator.

" 3. Women's wages.

" 4. Women and the factory acts.

" 6. How to do away with the sweating system.

p. 52 - 58, 74 - 81. Average earnings of textile workers.

For a review see Economic journal, Dec. 1898, 8: 512 -16.

Wells, D. A.

Recent economic changes & their effect on the production of wealth & the well-being of society. N. Y. 1890.

Chap. 4: 179 - 88. Recent production & price experiences of cotton, wool, silk.

Wettstein—Adelt, Mrs. Minna.

3 1/2 Monate Fabrik-arbeiterin. Ber. 1893.

Stocking factory in Chemnitz—conditions of the workers in various textile factories, health, morals, labor of women.

Where they make clothing. (see Gunton's magazine, July 1896, 11: 26 - 36.)

New York sweatshops—testimony of workers.
White, Henry.

**Effects of New York sweatshop law.** (see Gunton's magazine, Apr. 1900, 18 : 345 - 56.)

Willoughby, W. F. & Graffenried, Clare de.

Child labor. (In American economic association. Publications. v. 5, no. 2. 1890.)


Wright, C. D.

(The) industrial evolution of the United States.

N. Y. 1897.

Pt. 1. Evolution of industry. The colonial period.

Chap. 3 - 4. Textile industries.

Pt. 2. Evolution of industry, 1790 - 1890.

Chap. 10. Development of the factory system.

Some ethical phases of the labor question. Bost. 1902.

Chap. 3 : 81 - 157. The factory as an element in civilization.
Cotton.

Alabama's appeal to New England. (see Outlook, 14 Dec. 1901, 69: 524, 957.)

Child labor in cotton factories in Alabama.

Atkinson, Edward.

Future situs of the cotton manufacture in the U. S. (see Popular science monthly, Jan. 1890, 36: 289 - 319.)

Subjects discussed: 1. Is the present number or the recent increase of cotton spindles in the U. S. actually or relatively in excess of the requirements of the population? 2. Is the South likely to become a formidable competitor with New England in the cotton manufacture?

Future supply of cotton. (see North American review, Apr. 1864, 98: 477 - 97.)

Review of seven works on the subject of cotton trade---criticism of free and slave labor in South Carolina.

Labor & capital; allies not enemies. N. Y. 1879.

Brief account of cotton manufactures.

(The) present status of cotton & cotton manufacturing in the U. S. (see Yale review, Aug. 1898, 7: 129 - 52.)

Growth of cotton manufacture in the South---the transition period.
Baines, Sir Edward.

History of the cotton manufacture in Great Britain with a notice of its early history in the East, & in all the quarters of the globe; a description of the great mechanical inventions, which have caused its unexampled extension in Britain; &...the conditions of the classes engaged in its several departments. Lond. 1835.

Statistical information from factory inspectors.

For a review see North American review, Jan. 1841, 52 : 31 - 56.

Baker, R. S.

Our new prosperity. N. Y. 1900.


Cotton manufacturing.

Baldwin, J. A.

Evils of Southern factory life. (see Gunton's magazine, Apr. 1902, 22 : 326 - 37.)

Child labor in cotton mills.

Bazley, T.

Difficulties & dangers of the cotton trade. (see Living age, 2 May 1863, 77 : 207 - 13.)

State of the cotton trade of Great Britain.
Bowley, A. L.

Wages in the United Kingdom in the 19th century; notes for the use of students of social & economic questions.
Camh. (Eng.), 1900.

" 15. Cotton.

Appx. Wages in the Manchester cotton trade.

Branner, J. C.

Cotton industry in Brazil. (see Popular science monthly, Mar. 1892, 40 : 666 - 74.)

Brooks, C. P.

Cotton. N. Y. 1898.

Chap. 2. People of the cotton belt.
" 6. Cotton as an article of commerce--cotton markets of the U. S.

For a review see Political science quarterly, Sept. 1899, 14 : 545 - 47.

Cotton manufacturing. N. Y. 1892.

Chapman, S. J.

Some policies of the cotton spinners' trade unions.
(see Economic journal, Dec. 1900, 10 : 467 - 73.)
"This paper deals only with some of the most prominent policies pursued by the spinners with a view to making their remuneration as large as possible."

Chapman, John.

Cotton & commerce of India considered in relation to the interests of Great Britain. Lond. 1851.
Production & prices--causes of increase of exports of cotton--improved means of transit.

Cotton. (see Living age, Mar. 1861, 68 : 546 - 60.) Commercial history of cotton in Great Britain.

Cotton famine of 1862 - 63, with some sketches of the proceedings of the Lisburn Relief Committee. Ed. 2. Belfast, 1872.
Effect of the loss of cotton importations on the English manufacturers and employees of the mills.

Cotton manufacturing industry in Mexico. (see Engineering, 15 July 1898, 66 : 82 - 83.)
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